
 2015 Snohomish County Master Gardeners' Tomato List

Name Type Days Description

Beefsteak Slicer 80 Indeterminate - excellent flavored slicer, perfect for sandwiches, high in vitamins A & C

Big Beef Slicer 73 Indeterminate AAS Winner-flavorful beefsteak -10-14 oz. red, disease resistant fruit

Black Cherry Cherry 65 Indeterminate - great with a golden cherry in salads, sweet, rich and complex flavor

Black Krim Slicer 69 Indeterminate heirloom 10-12 oz. beefsteak with strong, rich flavor & very productive

Bloody Butcher Slicer 55 Indeterminate - high yielding, strong flavored, medium sized fruit

Blue Berries Cherry 75 Indeterminate - very dark purple, rich in anthocyanins, sugar sweet, very productive

Brandywine Slicer 80 Indeterminate - heirloom with large pink fruit, judged best in taste

Bumblebee Purple Cherry 70 Indeterminate cherry tomato with superb flavor, purple 1 1/2" round fruit striped green

Bumblebee Sunrise Cherry 70 Indeterminate - new yellow round fruit with red stripes and pink interior marbling-great flavor

Bush Champion Slicer 65 Determinate - 24" plants produce large 8-12 oz. fruit, excellent flavor

Carbon Slicer 76 Indeterminate - heirloom, purple/black color, 8-12 oz., rich and sweet taste

Caspian Pink Slicer 80 Indeterminate - beat Brandywine in taste tests, large pinkish red fruit

Celebrity Slicer 70 Semi-determinate - AAS, meduim sized globe shaped fruit, crack resistant

Chef's Choice Orange Slicer 75 Indeterminate - 2014 AAS Winner, tangerine color, rich tomato taste, heavy producer 

Cherokee Purple Slicer 78 Indeterminate - heirloom, 8 oz. dark fruit with purple shoulders

Chocolate Cherry Cont. 70 Indeterminate - hybrid with rich, tangy flavor in chocolate/red 1"fruit, 6 X 3' plant

Cosmonaut  Volkov Slicer 72 Indeterminate heirloom, 1-2 pound fruit with rich complex sweet/acid taste

Defiant Slicer 70 Determiniate, blight resistant hybrid, 8 oz. medium fruit with good acid/base balance

Dester Slicer 70-80 Indeterminate, large pink beefsteak, rich sweet flavor, excellent tasting slicer.

Early Girl Slicer 57 Indeterminate - very dependable, early tomato, 4-6 oz. meaty fruit, heavy yields

Gardener's Delight Cherry 65 Indeterminate, heirloom, red bite-sized, very prolific, very flavorful, crack resistant

German Lunchbox Cherry 70-80 Indeterminate, heirloom, small oval pink fruit, 1 oz., sweet mild flavor

Glacier Cherry 55 Determinate - ultra-early compact 3 X 3' plant, 2-3"  sweet orange red fruit 

Goliath Slicer 65 Indeterminate hybrid, 10-15 oz. smooth deep red flavorful fruit

Green Zebra Slicer 75 Indeterminate - unique & delicious in salad - 3 oz. green with stripes- light green flesh

Indigo Blue Berries Cherry 75 Indeterminate - delicious fruit are amethyst & ripen to black with red on the bottom

Indigo Rose Cont. 75 Indeterminate - 1 1/2" fruit in clusters of 6-8, rich sweet flavor, purple ripening to some orange

Isis Candy Cherry 70 Indeterminate - open-pollinated 1 1/2" fruit in clusters of 6-8 with rich, fruity flavor 

Jaune Flamme Cherry 70 Indeterminate - AAS Winner-large pink cherry fruit in clusters - resists cracking

Juliet Slicer 68 Indeterminate - blight resistant 4-5" sweet red plum-shaped fruit - scored high in taste tests

Legend Slicer 68 Determinate - 4 - 5" sweet red fruit with a little acid to add "zing" - recommended by Cisco

Lemon Boy Slicer 72 Indeterminate - yellow, mild flavored fruit, 8 - 10 oz. 

Manitoba Cont. 58 Determinate -3/4" tangy tasting fruit, easily grown in containers & small spaces
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Momotaro Slicer 70 Indeterminate - heavy producer of 1 1/2" fruit with great flavor

Mortgage lifter Cherry 75-85  Indeterminate -  heirloom, heavy producer of 1 1/2" fruit

Mountain Princess Cont. 50 Determinate - oblong 3" fruit with mellow sweet flavor - only 24" tall - perfect in containers

Patio Plum Cherry 60 Determinate - delicious dwarf container plant, abundance of grape-sized plum tomatoes

Patio Cherry 70 Determinate - compact plant with medium sized fruit, good in containers

Paul Robeson Slicer 74 Indeterminate - heirloom, dark red beefsteak, 4", very flavorful

Peacevine Cherry Cherry 75 Indeterminate - has highest vitamin C content in a cherry tomato, heirloom

Pink Berkeley Tie-Dye Slicer 65 Indeterminate - small plant with 8-12 oz. fruit, rich flavor, red color with green stripes

Pink Brandywine Slicer 85 Indeterminate - large beefsteak, incredible taste in a luscious shade of red-pink

San Marzano Paste 80 Indeterminate - thick walled, few seeds with sweet full taste-chefs consider this the best Roma

Speckled Roman Paste 70 Indeterminate - 4 - 5 oz. meaty yellow-streaked Roma-type oblong fruit, heavy producer

Stupice Cherry 52 Indeterminate - earliest dependable heirloom - 2 oz. fruit - averages 67 fruit  per plant

Sugar Snack Cherry 63 Indeterminate - attractive 3/4" fruit are deep red and hang in long clusters like grapes

Sugar Sweetie Cherry 65 Indeterminate - 1" cherry fruit on 2' tall plants, sweet classic flavor, produces all season

Sugary Cherry 63 Semi-determinate - heavy trusses of 1 oz.(3/4") sweet juicy red fruit 

Sungold Cherry 57 Indeterminate - early producer - sweet tart and amazing flavor - golden cherry 

Super Sweet 100 Cherry 65 Indeterminate - hybrid tomato with 100 or more 1" sweet cherry fruit in clusters

Sweet 100 Cherry 65 Indeterminate - clusters of 1"sweet cherry fruit in clusters - cool tolerant

Sweet Million Cherry 60 Indeterminate - early producer, 1 - 1 1/2" sweet cherry

Sweet Mojo Cherry 65 Indeterminate - red grape-type, extra long clusters of 20-21 fruit with nice high sugar flavor

Sweet 'n Neat Cherry Cont. 48 Determinate - dwarf, compact plant to 10-12" high, sweet fruit harvest thoughout summer

Sweet 'n Neat Yellow Cont. 48 Determinate - dwarf, container plant to 10-12" plant, sweet yellow fruit all summer

Sweetie Cherry 70 Indeterminate - sweet tasting cherry, recommended by Ed Hume

Taxi Contt 65 Determinate - bright yellow, mild fruit on 2 X 2' plant, good for salsa, great in containers

Terenzo Cont. 56 Determinate-AAS winner-high yields of 1 1/4" red round fruit - dwarf trailing plant for baskets

Tumbling Tom Cont. 70 Indeterminate - cascades 20" - good for hanging baskets, 1-2" fruit

Yellow Pear Cherry 70 Indeterminate - heirloom, yellow  pear-shaped fruit, heavy production
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